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DAVIDE ARCIDIACONO is Research Fellow in Economic and Labour Sociology (University of Catania, Italy). In recent years he has done research on school-work transitions of young educated people, particularly in ICT and loisir sectors. On the topic he recently published “Essere o Apprendere? Identità, mobilità e carriere di giovani istruiti nel settore del ICT e del Loisir a Catania”, su Sociologia del Lavoro (160) 2012, e “Quando il lavoro “chiama”: profili e job satisfaction degli operatori call center in Italia”, in La Rosa M., Pallareti U. (eds.), Lavoro e ricerca sociologica. Un confronto fra giovani ricercatori italiani, Collana Sociologia del Lavoro, Franco Angeli, 2013. At present, he coordinates a research on the evaluation of placement services at the University of Catania.

GINEVRA BENINI is a full staff member since 1981 and first researcher since 2004 in ISFOL – the Institute for the Development of Vocational Training for Workers (www.isfol.it), a public research body operating under the Ministry of Labour and Social Policies. In the late eighties was responsible for the Institute Project “Entrepreneurship Education”, then followed the Project “Vocational guidance and training for redundancy workers” for the Veneto Employment Agency. Since 2000 she has been publishing coordinator and curator of the ISFOL series “Career discovery – Alla scoperta delle professioni”, with nearly 40 titles published, and dedicated to help young people through their professional career. From 2006 to nowadays Ginerva has been published with ISFOL as author and curator of Manuals and researches, focusing on internship in Italy and in Europe.
GIUSEPPE BERTAGNA is a Professor of Education; his research activity focuses mainly on the following three areas. The first is a theoretical investigation regarding educational epistemology. His second area of interest is the pedagogy of work. In this connection, he coordinates the International Doctoral School in Human Capital Formation and Labour Relations set up in 2009. The third area of interest regards pedagogy in schools. In this connection, he runs the Cqia (Academy for Teaching and Learning Quality) of the University of Bergamo, that carries out scientific and empirical research on issues related to school education and which offers first level and second level masters, as well as refresher courses and training for managers and school teachers of all levels.

KATARZYNA BOMBA is a professor of Labour Law at the University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, Department of Labour Law and Social Security, Poland. She has completed her PhD studies at the Faculty of Law and Administration, University of Lodz. She has been a visiting scholar at a number of foreign universities including: Universidad Central, Facultad de Ciencias Jurídicas y Políticas (Caracas, Venezuela) and Universitat de Valencia, Facultat de Dret (Spain). She has presented papers at many national and international conference and symposiums.
UMBERTO BURATTI has been collaborating with Adapt since 2003. His research focus is on school-to-work transition. Since September 2012, he is in charge of the project “Fabbrica dei Talenti” (Talent Scouting). In 2013 he was appointed Adapt Senior Research Fellow and member of the area Higher Education and Placement. He has a Ph.D. in Human Development and Labour Market Law. Since June 2012, he is member of the Scientific Committee of Job & Orientation, the main Italian event in the field of Human Formation, Labour Market Policies, Curriculum Counselling, School-to-Work Transitions.

LILLI CASANO is a Research Fellow at ADAPT carrying out researches in a comparative perspective and developing projects in the field of: continuing vocational training, higher education, professional transition, apprenticeship schemes, temporary agency work, bilateral bodies. She is also the person responsible for training design based on competence standards for the ADAPT Higher Education and Placement Department. She has a PhD in European Labour Law, Master in Sociology. Member of the editorial board of the E-Journal of International and Comparative Labour Studies.
Dr. REBECCA GUMBRELL-McCORMICK is a Lecturer in the Department of Management at Birkbeck, University of London. She specialises in European and international industrial relations, trade unions and equality. Her most recent publications include ‘Trade Unions and Atypical Workers’, Industrial Relations Journal, 2011. Her book, Trade Unions in Western Europe: Hard Times; Hard Choices (with Richard Hyman), was published by Oxford University Press in September 2013.

ANDREW R. HANSON is a research analyst at the Georgetown University Centre on Education and the Workforce, a non-profit research centre affiliated with the Georgetown Public Policy Institute in Washington, D.C. His research focuses on the interaction between community colleges and the labour market, including the value of certificates, associate’s degrees, certifications, and licenses; community college partnerships with industries; and the impact of work on student success. He has authored reports on the economic benefits of postsecondary certificates and career and technical education in the United States. Recently, he has partnered with the Generations Initiative and Generation United to understand the divergent labour market trends for the older and younger generations in the United States.
RICHARD HYMAN is Emeritus Professor of Industrial Relations at the London School of Economics and founding editor of the European Journal of Industrial Relations. He has written extensively on the themes of industrial relations, trade unionism, industrial conflict and labour market policy, and is author of a dozen books as well as some two hundred journal articles and book chapters. His comparative study Understanding European Trade Unionism: Between Market, Class and Society (Sage, 2001) is widely cited by scholars working in this field. His latest book, Trade Unions in Western Europe: Hard Times, Hard Choices (with Rebecca Gumbrell-McCormick), was published by Oxford University Press in 2013.

ANDREW LANGILLE is a Canadian labour lawyer. He runs a legal practice in Toronto, Ontario focused on employment, administrative, and human rights law. He holds a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Guelph, a Juris Doctor from the University of Windsor, and a Master of Laws from Osgoode Hall Law School. His LL.M. thesis was entitled “The Low End Theory: the Legal Regulation of the School-To-Labour Market Transition in Canada”. Andrew has written extensively on the issue of unpaid internships, frequently appears as a media commentator on this issue, and acts as General Counsel for the Canadian Intern Association. He also founded the website, www.youthandwork.ca, which focuses on emerging youth labour market issues.
NICOLE MAGGI-GERMAIN is a lawyer, senior lecturer at Paris-Sorbonne University (Labour Studies Institute) member of the Sorbonne law school and of the research center “Droit et changement social” (Maison des Sciences de l’Homme Ange Guépin, Nantes). She also teaches labour law in the Master 2 in the Faculty of Law and Political Sciences of Nantes. Her fields of research are vocational training, labour relationships in public sector, health at work. She has supervised several research papers for the Direction de l’animation de la recherche, des études et des statistiques (Dares – Ministry of Labour). The last one is about representativeness of the french employers’ organizations. She’s a regular contributor to the french review “Droit social” (her next article is entitled : “Le plan de formation de l’entreprise ”, Droit social, novembre 2013).

EMMANUELE MASSAGLI was born in Monza on January 19, 1983. After accomplishing a Classical studies Diploma, he attended the Faculty of Economics at Cattolica University in Milan. In 2009, thanks to his master’s thesis, Massagli was awarded the recognition “Marco Biagi” for “Best Thesis on Labour market” by the Italian Ministry of Law, Health and Social Policies, where he later worked as coordinator of the Technical Secretary, from 2010 to 2011. In 2012, he concluded his PhD in Industrial Relations Law and was appointed Research Fellow at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia. He is currently President of ADAPT, editor of the periodic Diritto delle Relazioni industriali (Giuffrè), cooperator of Nuova Secondaria edited by the publishing house La Scuola, member of the Advisory Board of Scuola Democratica (Guerini) and member of the Scientific Board of the Foundation ICSR. He also collaborates with national daily news-papers such as: Il Giornale, Libero, Conquiste del Lavoro and ilSussidiario.net. Main areas of interest: Education and Labour Economy, Industrial relations, School-to-work Transition and Professional training.
LOURDES MELLA MENDEZ is a professor of Labour Law and Social Security at the Faculty of Law, University of Santiago de Compostela (Galicia, Spain). She is the sole author of a large number of books including ‘The formalization of disciplinary dismissal’ (Granada, 1999) ‘Business and applicable collective agreement’(Granada, 2000) ‘Termination of the employment relationship’ (Valladolid, 2002) ‘The activity commitment of the unemployed people’ (Madrid, 2005) ‘The counterclaim in the Labour process’ (Madrid, 2007) ‘The preliminary work; (Madrid, 2010). She has also directed and co-authored the “Case Studies of Social Security” (A Coruña, 2010), “Social Security Practice” (Madrid, 2011) and “Gender violence and Labour Law” (Madrid, 2012). She has written than one hundred articles and book chapters. From 1997 to 2012 she spent some time abroad as a professional working at prestigious universities. She is running projects of national and regional research and is the recipient of many national awards for Legal Research. She is also the director of specialization courses, masters and national and international conferences.

JÖRG PESCHNER, born 1968 in Geldern (Germany), is an economist. During regular and doctoral studies he has specialised in macro-economics, international economic affairs and econometrics. Since 1998 he has been working for the German Labour and Social Affairs Ministry as a specialist in the fields of economic affairs and social security: quantitative analysis for the pension scheme, actuarial modelling and policy planning. As a German civil servant he has been spending more than three years so far working for the European Commission, DG Employment, as a seconded National Expert in various policy fields. Currently, he works for DG EMPL’s Employment Analysis department where he deals with quantitative labour market policy assessment. One of his main concerns is the development of a regional socio-demographic electronic atlas for local labour supply projection. Research areas also include the conditions for economic growth vis-à-vis a shrinking workforce.
MALCOLM SARGEANT is a Professor of Labour Law at Middlesex University. He has a PhD from Middlesex University on the implementation of EU law in the UK. He concentrates on discrimination law in general and has particular research interests in age discrimination and the situation of vulnerable workers in precarious work. He has been a leader in a number of international research projects funded by the European Commission and the World Bank and has, in recent years, been a visiting Professor at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia (Italy), the Thomas Jefferson Law School in San Diego (USA), the University of Bergamo (Italy). He is also member of the ADAPT Scientific Committee and Managing Editor of the e-journal of International and Comparative Labour Studies. He has published widely and is the author of numerous publications in Italian and English in matters of labour law, trade union law and community law.

ADRIÁN TODOLÍ SIGNES has a Degree in Economics and Law (HONS), and MSc in Business Law, University of Valencia. He is currently working as a Researcher at Department of Labour and Employment Law and Social Security of University of Valencia. He is a Ph.D. candidate in the area of Wages and Productivity in the Collective bargaining at the same University. Notable recent publications are: “The privacy of workers and the Computer record as a basis for dismissal”, “The probationary period in Spanish law”, “Compensation for violation of fundamental rights of workers”, “Employee’s liability for breaching the orders of employer” and “worker secrecy”.
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ROBERTA SIVOLELLA is a Judge at the Labour Court in Rio de Janeiro (“TRT 1a Região”) - Brazil. She has a Doctoral degree in Social Rights at “Universidad Castilla La Mancha - UCLM” (Spain), with the Thesis The Employment Protection: the human dignity in the modern “economic” society, on the theme of Collective Dismissal. She is specialist at Labour and Procedural Labour Law at the “UGF-University Gama Filho, Brazil, and Professor at the graduate in Procedural Labour Law at “AVM” institute, Rio de Janeiro. She has many articles published about themes concerned to the Social Rights and Labour Law.

SILVIA SPATTINI is General Director at ADAPT and ADAPT - Centro Studi Internazionali e Comparati “Marco Biagi” Senior research fellow. She graduated in Economics. She is member of the Teaching board of the International Doctoral School in “Human capital formation and labour relations” of the University of Bergamo. She is also member of the direction for the series edited by ADAPT - Centro Studi Marco Biagi, member of the editorial board for the review Diritto delle Relazioni Industriali (Giuffrè Ed.) and member of the Scientific Board for the review E-Journal of International and Comparative Labour Studies. Her research interests mainly concern organization and labour market rules, public intervention in the labour market, public and private employment services, job matching, agency work, high apprenticeship, social security system and unemployment insurance system, also in a comparative perspectiv.
Michele Tiraboschi is a Professor of Labour Law at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Director of the Marco Biagi Centre for International and Comparative Studies. He has been Visiting Professor at the University of Paris Pantheon-Assas (Paris) since 2004, at Universidad Tres de Febrero (Buenos Aires) since 2009 and at Middlesex University Business School (London) since 2011. He is founding editor of E-Journal of International and Comparative Labour Studies, established by ADAPT University Press. He is the deputy director of the Italian labour law review Diritto delle Relazioni Industriali (Giuffrè) and he is a member of the scientific committee of Scuola Democratica, Guerini e Associati, Milan. He is columnist on employment and industrial relations of the newspapers Il Sole 24 Ore and Avvenire. Michele Tiraboschi is one of the executive council's members of AISRI- Associazione Italiana di Studio per le Relazioni Industriali. He has been a member of AIDLASS - Associazione Italiana di Diritto del Lavoro e della Sicurezza Sociale since 1993 and partner of LERA - American Labour and Employment Relations Association since 2010. He is President of the committee of employment contracts, Centro Studi Marco Biagi University of Modena and Reggio Emilia.

Manfred Weiss is a Professor of Labour Law and civil law at the Law School of the J.W. Goethe University in Frankfurt. Previous to this he was a professor at the Law School of the University in Hamburg (from 1974 to 1977). He is an Honorary Professor of the University of Cape Town as well as an Extraordinary Professor of the Universities Stellenbosch and Western Cape (South Africa). He has been a visiting professor in residence at the law schools of a large number of universities including the Sorbonne in Paris, the University of Pennsylvania, the University of Florida, the New York University, University of Ghent, and many more. Since 1986 he has been a consultant to the EEC Commission, as well as to the International Labour Organisation (since 1986) and for the period between 2000 and 2003 he was the president of the International Industrial Relations Association (IIRA).